
Case Study

The Challenge: 
Delta Dental of New Jersey’s HR team found the 
process of pulling together vast amounts of data 
for each employee and then compiling it into a 
readable and usable format to be time-consuming 
and inefficient. As a union shop, Delta Dental’s 
HR team wanted to use these Total Compensation 
Statements (TCS) in union negotiations, but the 
limitations of their own data prevented the statements 
from being a useful negotiation tool.

The Solution: 
A Delta Dental employee found ihouse at an 
industry conference. The presentation she brought 
back was well priced and the HR team thought 
the product was great. They knew right away that 
outsourcing this task would save employee resources 
that they could use to focus on other projects.

After signing on as a new ihouse customer, Delta 
Dental found a real partner in their ihouse rep. 
“In the beginning, the process was overwhelming 
because of the sheer volume of data we needed to 
get together. We weren’t sure how we were going 
to get it all to ihouse,” said Kathy Mullen, Delta 
Dental of New Jersey. “But our rep’s patience and 
guidance kept us on a good time line and we got 
it done.”

The Result: 
Above all, ihouse streamlined Delta Dental of New 
Jersey’s cumbersome Total Compensation Statement 
creation process. Now, the Total Compensation 
Statements they release to their employees are a 
huge step up from what they used to generate on 
their own.  

On the HR side, Mullen says that apart from having 
more time to spend on strategic HR projects, the 
ihouse engagement has provided her with a useful 
union negotiation tool. She’s now able to present an 
accurate and thorough representation of the benefits 
Delta Dental of New Jersey offers its unionized staff.   

And the service is above and beyond what she 
expected. 
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—Kathy Mullen, Delta Dental of NJ

I can only say good things about the service. Our rep is personable; he’s 
been very helpful; it is just a pleasure…They offer strategic advice; it’s really a 
great team and I trust them completely.”‘‘
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